Whale’s name: Porter

Scientists see this whale almost every year. It seems to enjoy traveling and exploring; it has been seen in northern Norway and North America! The scar on its back is probably from a harpoon injury. This whale was first sighted in 1981.

Whale’s name: Calvin

Born in 1992 to Delilah. This whale has a distinct scar across her back as well as scar across her flukes. She has had 2 calves, one named Hobbes born in 2005 and another born in 2009.
Whale’s name: ___Amanda___

First spotted in 1979 in the Gulf of Maine, this right whale has an interesting tail notch. This whale was last seen in the Cape Cod Bay in Massachusetts.

Whale’s name: ___Morse___

This whale is the calf of a whale named Stars. This whale is unique because of its white markings, tag scar on its back and droopy fluke tips.
Whale’s name: **Fiddle**

The name of this whale is another word for “violin”. It has white spots and scars on its back and enjoys searching for food in the Bay of Fundy and Cape Cod Bay, but also likes the Gulf of Maine.

Whale’s name: **Katz**

Last seen in 2010, this whale has a large white scar that was not discovered until 1991. This whale is the offspring of a right whale named Bolo.